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Everyday Images Turned Into Fine Art
Tips for taking your images to the next level
Everyday images from our travels
can be turned into fine art and
award-winning photography.
Grand Canyon Photo Club
President Bruce Dart will share
many of his successful images
from the area and around the
country at the September 9
meeting. The program will begin
at 7 p.m. at the Gmeiner Art
Center in Wellsboro.

Bruce Dart was recently awarded
Lifetime membership status
with Professional Photographers
of America. (PPA). He holds the
PPA degree of Photographic
Craftsman (Cr.Photog.) and is
a PPA Certified Professional
Photographer (CPP) since 1986.
Winner of many photo awards,
Bruce is the only four-time winner
of the Northeast Pennsylvania
Photographers
Association’s
DePiante Photographer of the
Year award, most recently for 20122013.

Many of the images Bruce
Old train station in Bellefonte,
now the Chamber of Commerce Office.
will share come from creative
assignments and local travels
as well as from New England, Georgia, Virginia and North
Carolina. “Some photographers claim that one must travel to In addition to being the current Grand Canyon Photo Club
exotic places, far and wide, in order to create great images,” president, Bruce is a past president of Northeast Pennsylvania
Bruce said, “but good photographs are everywhere we look, Professional Photographers Association as well as North
including our own back yards. How we process and present Central PA Photographers. Bruce has been owner of the
them can turn them into award-winning images.”
Photos by Dart portrait studio in Mansfield for the past 36
years.
“Displaying them in various venues and using them for
competition takes them to the next level. If you have files
full of good and/or great images and they stay hidden away,
no one sees your work. The satisfaction that comes from a
project -- even a show at the Native Bagel -- is very uplifting
and encouraging. When you put your work ‘out there,’ it
motivates you to be a better photographer.”
“I have always felt that my next image will be better than
the ones I did last year,“ he said. “The whole point is: 1) Make
good images; and, 2) Use them for visibility and recognition.
As hockey great Wayne Gretsky said, ‘You miss 100% of the
shots you don’t take!’ Your camera only works if you keep
pressing the shutter.”

“Near the Water’s Edge” in Salem, Massachusetts.
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President’s Message
“It’s an Adventure”

2014 Officers:
President: Bruce Dart
Vice President: Mia Lisa Anderson
Treasurer: Gary Thompson
Recording Secretary: David Ralph
Corresponding Secretary:
Judith Giddings

Directors:
2013-2014: Nancy Bickham; Ken Meyer

Committee
Chairpersons:
Newsletter: Judith Giddings
Membership: Gary Thompson
Exhibits: Bruce Dart
Publicity: Lonny Frost

For more information, please contact:
Bruce Dart
E-mail: president@gcphotoclub.org

Part of the old Erie Canal that has largely
been somewhat stagnant and vegetation
filling in that would not be high on the list
of tourist attractions…..And yet, there is a
beauty hidden deep amongst the history.
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There are many adages that reflect
the changes in programming that
have occurred in the past couple
of weeks -- changes that few knew
about. “Best Laid Plans,” of course is
one. Admonitions of “roll with the
flow” and “be flexible” also come to
mind.
Almost a year ago a dedicated
group from GCPC sat down and
brainstormed about programming
for this year. Most of the ideas from
that session have come to fruition
but lately there have been some
obstacles.
Judith’s son Eric Smith was set to
give a program on photojournalism
until his schedule would not let that
work. I offered three possibilities
to fill in, including moving my
October program on flash and
portrait lighting to September and
adding either a Part II or presenting
a Landscape Fine Art program
that I gave earlier in the year for
the Southern Tier Professional
Photographers in Binghamton, NY.

The September newsletter was just
short of Judith clicking “send” on
her e-mail when we realized (with
Suzan’s reminder) that the quilt
show exhibit was not going to give
me enough room to demonstrate
the flash and portrait lighting as
planned in the small room! Plan
“B”....or is it “C” or even “D” at this
point.
My wife Nancy’s Aunt Ann was
an easy-going sort that when
confronted with life’s challenges,
simply smiled and said, “It’s an
adventure!”
Her outlook has often surfaced at
interesting times. During the past
weekend as we sought interesting
and historical tidbits along the Erie
Canal in New York State, we heard
her sentiments echoed many times.
What we found in our adventure
surpassed our expectations. So too
in photography. It’s an adventure!
Keep your eyes open to new
possibilities and the wonder along
the way. The images you find are
very rewarding.
Bruce Dart

The Canal Museum was closed for
Labor Day weekend but we were
able to see this.
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Minutes of August 12, 2014
The meeting was called to order by President Bruce
Dart. There were two guests in attendance, from the
Williamsport area, invited by Dwaine Gipe.
Bruce announced that there is a change in the Club’s
program schedule. The planned program for September
had to be cancelled for circumstance beyond the control
of the presenter. So, Bruce Dart will present a program
related to portrait photography. For Bruce, who has
been a professional portrait photographer for decades,
this is a broad topic. He indicated that the September
session will center around electronic and studio strobe
lighting, the light modifiers that can be used with them,
such as snoots and reflectors. That leaves the October
program open. Bruce will likely do a second presentation,
either another session on portraiture, perhaps posing
techniques, or alternatively a program on fine art
landscape photography.
Bruce extended a thanks to Judith Giddings for her work
on the newsletter and to Ann Kamzelski who has been
producing a monthly article for the newsletter, putting
together the monthly critiques for the balance of the
year, and who is willing to assist members with insect
macro photography. All members present showed their
approval of their special efforts.

It was noted that Jan Keck’s photo won “Best of Show” at
the Tioga County fair.
The evening’s program was presented by Paul Bozzo,
who has had several one person shows this last year. Paul
presented his program with a real time presentation on
the projection screen of his use of Photoshop Elements,
and its layering capability, to create composite images
created by layering crops of multiple images, image
textures, and making changes in particular layers in
opacity or global with the opacity and hue sliders.
Stacked images of flowers became abstract creations.
Paul emphasized that while Elements can take some time
to learn, he only started using it two years ago. He felt
that anyone could start to do useful edits with Elements.
He also indicated that he was using some NIK filters, such
as Color Efex Pro.
The critique session was for images of architectural detail,
led by Ann Kamzelski. As is her practice, Ann had helpful
suggestions for consideration for alternative edits of
some images, such as adding a blue sky. Ann used single
image editing in Photomatix for that purpose.
Respectfully submitted,
David Ralph

		
Treasurer’s
Report for August 2014
$1,638.10

Beginning Balance
Cash IN
Dues

$40.00

Refreshments-Gmeiner
Exhibit Opening

$27.19

Photoshop Elements 12

$63.59

Cash OUT

Ending Balance

$1,587.32
Respectfully Submitted,
Gary Thompson, Treasurer

GCPC table at the Regional Exhibit
Photo by David Ralph
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Ann-ecdotes
Ann Kamzelski presents
tips, techniques, and
creative ideas for getting
great photos.

Complementary Colors
Complementary colors are pairs of colors which, when
placed next to each other, create the strongest contrast
and reinforce each other. They are widely used in art and
design. Whereas monochromatic colors can be used to
hide things, complementary colors are used to highlight
things. The traditional primary complementary color
pairs, described since at least the early 18th century, are
red–green, yellow–
violet, and blue–
orange. In the more
accurate RGB color
model, used to make
colors on computer
and
television
displays, red, green
and blue light are
combined at various
intensities to make
all the other colors.
In this system, using
additive colors, the
complementary pairs are red–cyan, green–magenta, and
blue–yellow. For this discussion, I will use the traditional
definition of complementary colors.
Now get out that color
wheel that I told you to keep
last month. Ok, you didn’t
really have to keep it, I have
provided a simpler version to
explain complimentary colors.
It is easy to understand.
Complimentary colors are the
ones that are opposite each
other on the color wheel.
Red, yellow, and blue are the
primary colors, while orange,
green, and purple (violet)
are the secondary colors.
Take a photograph that has
complimentary colors in it
and it will “pop”. I bet you can
easily find the person with
the red shirt in the waterfall
photo even though they
are a tiny part of the image. This is because the red is a
complimentary color to the greenish background.
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There are many places
in our daily lives where
we are bombarded with
complimentary colors to
entice our attention. Lots
of companies us these
colors for their logos.
Sports teams are also
partial to them, as well
as schools. You probably
recognize the examples
that I have provided
without realizing that they
are complimentary colors.
I spend my winters near
Gainesville, FL the home
of the University of Florida
and their mascot the
Florida Gator. You had better like blue and orange if you
live there because those are the Gator colors and show up
everywhere, from clothing to golf carts.

Holidays can also be associated
with complimentary colors.
What are the first colors that
come to mind when you
think about Christmas? I bet
every one of you thought of
red and green. How about
Easter? Purple and yellow? You
can also find complimentary
colors in nature like the purple
and yellow viola or a dramatic
sunrise.
(Continued on page 5)
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How about a photo of a frog? The image where the frog is
hidden in the leaves is interesting (yes it is a monochromatic
picture) but does not have the wow factor of the frog on
the red flower.

Using complimentary colors can give impact to your
pictures. You can take a pretty close-up of a begonia. It
is nice but somewhat boring. Add a small blue flower and
the whole image changes. Your eye immediately goes
to the blue flower which is contrasting with the orange
background begonia.

Photographs containing significant elements that have
complimentary colors cannot be ignored. They beg for
the attention of the viewer. Use them, but use them with
caution. You want to knock the socks off your viewer, not
knock them out.

Visit Ann’s website at photoartbyann.com/
Text and images by Ann Kamzelski

A Note About the Cover Photo
by Jennie Masser

The best thing in the world to me is being able to photograph
my grandchildren being kids, enjoying all the little things
in life without a care in the world. Hailie or “Bean” as
we call her seems to enjoy getting behind my camera and
giving me some of the best images of my career so far.
In this composite, inspired and taught by Paul Bozzo, I
took 3 images of Hailie just playing around with the old
35mm camera and thought to myself how cute it would be
to tell a story about a child trying to figure out how to use
a camera, and the innocence in it. I had photographed
these before the meeting and was planning to put these
three photographs in a boxed collage, so when I saw what
Paul did with his images, I got excited, because I knew I
had some fun images to play and practice with.

©Judith Giddings
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August Critique: Architectural Details

©Dwaine Gipe

©Yvonne Lloyd

©Nancy Bickham

©Ann Kamzelski
©Paul Bozzo
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©Bill Wolfe

©David Ralph

©Bob Bair

©Sandy Foor

©Ken Meyer

©Mia Lisa Anderson
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©Linda Sichel

©Bruce Dart

©Lonny Frost

©Bill Giddings
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©Jan Keck
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GCPC 2014 Calendar of Events

Meetings are at 7 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of every month
at the Gmeiner Art & Cultural Center unless otherwise noted.

Mini-solo Shows at the Native Bagel, Central
Avenue, Wellsboro: September, Yvonne Lloyd.
The Warehouse Theatre: Various members.
September 9: Bruce Dart, Everyday Images Turned
Into Fine Art; Theme, Summer Fun, Critique leader, Ann
Kamzelski.

October 14: Bruce Dart, Painting With Light; Theme,
Threes, Critique leader, Ann Kamzelski.
November 11: Four for the Road ; Theme, Emulate a
masterpiece (painting or photo), Critique leader, Ann
Kamzelski.
December 9: Holiday Party ; No critique; Your three
favorite photos for the slide show.

Please contact Bruce Dart at bdphoto@ ptd.net if you are interested in displaying your photos at the Native Bagel
or if you have images suitable for display at the Warehouse Gallery.

Mystery Macro
Ann Kamzelski, Sheila Bunch,
and Jerry Crawford guessed last
month’s mystery, a salamander,
a newt in the red eft stage.

©Judith Giddings

How observant are you?

We’re starting a new series
of Mystery Macros, eyes
and the critters that go with
them. There is a mix of birds,
animals, insects, & reptiles.
Here’s the first. Send your
guess to wgiddings@epix.net

©Ann Kamzelski
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September 12 Meeting At a Glance
Program: Bruce Dart, Painting with Light
Critique: Ann Kamzelski, Summer Fun
Snacks: Sandy Foor
Beverages: Gerald and Edith Bailey

©Lee Hoar

Check Out These Websites
VotoArt Photography Website - Submit your
photos to weekly contests to earn cash and
publicity. Or just visit the site and view top photos
in different categories for inspiration. http://votoart.
com/about_votoart_photography_website.php
Cooprative of Photography (COOPH)A
community-focused online magazine about
photography. Check out the gallery and some
simple and fun how-to videos: 7 Smartphone
Photography Tips and Tricks; 7 DIY Photography
Tips on using household objects; and, 7 Simple
Photography Hacks: http://www.cooph.com

Weekly contest winne
©Kev Card
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